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Abstract: In recent, Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) requires remained unique on the best research areas 

in the ground of processor presentations. The advent of the World Wide Web, proliferation of digital cameras 

and as well as the use of multimedia systems for public and private use, images have become more and more 

common around the world. The significant objective of this research is to enhance the retrieving performance of 

the CBIR system by incorporating optimization techniques to predict appropriate centroid in Fuzzy C-means 

(FCM). The intention to incorporate an optimization technique to predict FCM centroids certainly reduces 

complexity and computation time. The swarm intelligence method is determined to solve the prediction of 

optimal FCM centers of gravity and to understand the basic methodology in implementing crow search 

Optimization (CSO) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) urges the development of an oppositional Crow 

Search Optimization (OCSO). The results show that the incorporation of OCSO into FCM shows superior 

results competitive techniques. 

Keyword: Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), Crow Search Optimization (CSO), Fuzzy C-means (FCM), 

Atom Cloud Optimization (ACO) and Opposition founded Crow Search Optimization (OCSO). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

We realize that the present world is a digital world and we have utilized digital data, for example, video, audio, 

images, and so on in different fields for different purposes. In the present situation, image assumes an 

indispensable part in each part of business, for example, business images, satellite images, and clinical images, 

etc. [1]. Image mining is a testing field that expands conventional data mining from organized data to 

unstructured data, for example, image data. Image mining is equivalent to data mining ideas. It is imperative to 

initially comprehend the data mining idea before image mining [2]. An image retrieval system is a personal 

computer system used to browse, find, and retrieve images from a vast store of digital images. Overall, common 

and regular image retrieval strategies use an added strategy Metadata, for example, subtitles, keywords, titles, or 

representations of the descriptions with the aim. This retrieval can be carried out using the comment words. 

Manual image annotations are tedious, difficult, and costly. To remedy this, many studies have been made to 

explain programmed images. In addition, the expansion of social web applications and the semantic web has 

motivated the further development of some electronic devices for explaining images [3]. The purpose of CBIR 

is to search important images by examining copy satisfied. Multiple Ranking (MR) and Effective Multiple 

Ranking techniques (EMR) has remained effectively employed to content-based retrieval of images owing to its 

capacity to find the basic geometric assembly of the data set based on the request data. His Specified the 

versatility of the copy file, the diagram cannot be in MR and EMR expanded or efficient when their diagram 

size is fixed [4]. There are different uses of utilizing CBIR, for example, in GIS, clinical diagnostics, military 

applications, PC vision, design acknowledgment, Digital Libraries, Biodiversity Information Systems, Medical 

Application, and numerous others [5]. Various techniques develop to improve CBIR performance and classify 

an image. In the medical ground of image restoration [6], an overview of technical achievements has been 

proposed. They furthermore suggested the various stages of extracting and indexing the various visual 

characteristics of the images. In the medical field, the use of the CBIR method has been proposed [7] and [8], 

which provides additional knowledge of how the CBIR method is used in real-time medical applications. [9] 

introduced a new technique for indexing and comparing images, which is known as a color correlogram. The 

types were calculated more effectively and the results showed improved performance. Suggested the JPEG 

organized images in the CBIR system. 

Configured images in the JPEG recovery process assume that the color and quality take full advantage of the 

DCT coefficients. This method reduces the complexity of the fetch being processed. Using the CBIR method, 

these characteristics are suggested and validated with many applications. Finally, the overgrown of the images is 

assigned based on the final results and the images As a result of the retrieval, the user is shown which leaders 

are listed in the ranking list. In which four image features are extracted. They are color, consistency, space, and 

shape features. The color feature and texture feature are combined using an image renewal method [10]. 

Additional about this basis copy Foundation text necessary for added translation material guide reaction 

Sideboards. Extra about this basis text Source text required for additional translation data guide feedback 
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Sideboards.  The effects are more in line with the features of human visualization. This makes it logical to 

reduce the mismatch and also its weight assignment. The CBIR system implemented with only one content 

function does not offer satisfactory retrieval accuracy. To explain this problem [11], every new CBIR 

classification has to combine several characteristics such as color, quality, and shape for the image. 

Unfortunately, assigning the same weights to each characteristic did not produce good results. Here stand about 

structures that are usually used in content- based copy recovery, such as Color characteristic as it is self-

governing of the copy alignment and size. They are extracted by calculating the color moments, the color 

histogram, or the overriding color for diverse color spaces like HSV, YCbCr, and RGB. Additionally, these 

weights must be optimized using any search optimization technique to improve the average accuracy of the 

image recovery. A prominent feature between the record overall clustering algorithms is Fuzzy C-Means 

(FCM). It is an unconfirmed knowledge technique that is easy to implement and can store more data from the 

dataset than some methods [12]. The focus optimization in FCM uses Different optimization algorithms and the 

centroid ideals are used. To beat the problems caused by using individual functions and improving the accuracy 

of an image Recovery method that rages color, quality, and profile of these three simple characteristics are 

suggested, handlers can get recently content request results as indicated by the appropriate response results [13]. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 2020 Fan, J. et al. A accessible sub grid regularization for effectual content-based copy recovery by long-term 

improvement of application reaction. They considered formulating a sub graph built on stable anchors rather 

than building the grid based on the during dataset. Positively practical to content-based image due to its aptitude 

to discover the fundamental geometric assembly of the information set built on the demand data [14]. Then 

assumed the copy folder is accessible. The chart in MR and EMR cannot be delayed or efficient because the 

chart extent is secure. 

In 2020 Sagayam et al. showed cognitive awareness in content-based image recovery using an unconventional 

soft computing pattern. In the earlier, radiologists have physically analyzed the patient's strength status. Now the 

medical imaging procedure offers enhanced evidence and representation of the different cases [16]. MRI facts 

were recycled to complete the quality and shape-built recovery. An algorithm is used in improvising the 

predetermined results proposed to use semantic double renewal-based CBIR by joining three-dimensionally 

Properties.  

Pavithra L.K. and Sharmila et al. Had 2019 Enhanced Article Addition and Reduced exploration space for 

content-based recovery of images [17]. This article announces a new tiered building in a CBIR system to fill the 

semantic hole by combining low-level graphic content of double. The primary phase of the organization be 

contingent on the arithmetical evidence of the color descriptions representing the best known images for the 

auxiliary equal of the development. The ensuing phase is to display low-level structures such as color and 

quality. Particulars are removed using a dominant color descriptor (DCD) and radiated center confined twofold; 

patterns finished the demand and designated images. 

Soumya Prakash Rana et al. [18] 2019 had predictable that a double would be unintelligible due to a solitary 

feature. Hence, research tends towards this opinion for content-based double recovery (CBIR) by combining 

parametric color and figure landscapes with non-parametric consistency structures. Finally, a suggestion exam 

was performed toward determine the importance of the projected work, which encourages the calculated 

precision and recall standards for the entire image database are true and accepted. 

Aasia Ali and Sanjay Sharma [19] in 2017 had suggested that CBIR is an image method Retrieval using the 

visual characteristics of an image, such as: B. Color, figure and surface to search the client-founded request 

pictures from the general databases. SEVEN images Features Algorithm provides a number of image landscapes 

that stand not important. We therefore use the BFOA (Bacteria Foraging Optimization Algorithm) optimization 

method to decrease complication, cost, energy and period feeding. At this point, a bottomless neural grid is 

trained to verify proximity, then after that the authentication and SMS phases are performed as needed, resulting 

in superior execution unlike previously done methods. The rates of accuracy with the proposed method are 

moderately phenomenal. 

Overall research flow 

Step 1: The process begins by training the 80% of the image in the database. 

Step 2: Extracting the features by shape, color and texture. 

Step 3: Choosing the optimal centroids for FCM with the help of OCSO. 

Step 4: In the test phase, get the query image and extract the relevant functions. 

Step 5: Multiply the distance between the optimal center of gravity and the article of the extracted request 

image. The minimum distance between the corresponding images is determined or retrieved. 

 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Descriptions are used to recognize improved and more effective facilities in several areas such as law-breaking 

Preclusion, Direction, Infirmaries, Style & Visuals, Journalism. The acceptance of the entire numerical copy 
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inclines to relate to the large measure of arithmetical information in the copy database. It is challenging for the 

system to recover and search the demand image from the large amount of data in Database. This procedure takes 

a long time and to solve this difficult, content-based imaging was introduced. Content Based Image 

Retrieval(CBIR) is a popular way to find and recover similar pictures. In medical applications, the retrieval of 

similar images from repositories is of paramount importance in auxiliary diagnostic imaging experimental 

investigation and choice provision schemes. However, this is a challenging job due to the multimodal and multi-

dimensional landscape of medical images. In applied scenarios, the accessibility of large and together data sets 

that can be charity to advance intelligent systems for effective medicinal copy organization is very imperfect. 

Old-style replicas frequently flop to detention the hidden properties of imageries and have achieved partial 

precision after practical to health pictures. Traditional text-based exploration has the following limitations.  

o Physical annotations are too time-consuming and costly to device. For example, the amount of 

descriptions in a folder produces and the effort of discovery the descriptions you want growth surges. 

o Medical images captured by different look over devices may display differently Features, although 

there have been some methods to image correction and standardization suggested, but there is still a need to 

improve polling performance through introduction new approaches. 

o Many medical images are presented in gray scale quite than color. Even with that If the amount is 

changed, Indeterminate may not be able to visibly indicate the real fact of the scratch area. 

o Low-resolution, high-noise images are difficult to analyze 

 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The extracted feature cluster using Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) in conjunction with optimization techniques to 

become an optimal centres of gravity value. The Optimization techniques for predicting suitable center of 

gravity values are OCSO, CSO and PSO. Predicting optimal centroid values for each cluster via FCM in 

conjunction with optimization techniques certainly reduces computation time and complexity. Testing compares 

the characteristics of a given query image with the centroid values to retrieve clusters that are closest to you. 

This kind of integration of image functions improves the overall retrieval performance, which is effectively 

visible in results and discussions. In general, 916 features that are considered in this work are color features by 

histogram, shape and texture features by greyscale concurrence matrix (GLCM).Research considers extracted 

features as input for FCM to cluster brain image (117), lung image (105), mammogram (60) and ultrasound 

(kidney) (54). In these 80% of images used for training and 20% for tests. To recover the presentation of the 

traditional FCM method, the study includes optimization techniques to identify appropriate focus values. The 

techniques involved in this process are PSO, CSO, and OCSO. The study believes that incorporating opposition 

strategy into traditional CSOs improves performance by increasing the likelihood of identifying optimal 

centroids. 

 
Fig.1 Overall architecture of the proposed methodology 

4.1 Feature Extraction 

This is where you can find image characteristics such as shape, color, and texture that can be used to retrieve 

images for a specific database. When using the shape as a feature in image features, control finding may be the 
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early step in extracting that article. The Canner advantage sensor is used to determine the control of the object in 

the scene. After the advantage is identified, it is important to track the cluster of the purpose in the scene. The 

color histogram container be made for slightly kind of color universe, though the span is more commonly 

recycled for three-D places such by way of RGB or HSV. On behalf of homo chromatic pictures, the time 

intensity histogram can be recycle din its place. For multispectral images in which individually pixel is 

embodied by any number of capacities, the color histogram is N-dimensional, where N is the number of 

capacities made. Separately extent needs are specific wavelength variety of the bright orange, about of which 

can be external the observable field. 

Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)  

A GLCM permanently represents neither trendy which the number of rackets and pillars is proportional to the 

number of combinations of gray levels by the worth G in the print. The environment component p (u, v / d1, d2) 

denotes the equal (d1 and d2) isolated by a pixel separation. The GLCMs are prepared to compile satisfactory 

estimates since them by technique on behalf of the gray co-props utility, which equip the insights about the 

consistency of an copy, which can be arranged under, for example, autocorrelation, contrast, correlation number 

1, correlation number 2 , Cluster prominence, cluster shadow, difference, energy, entropy Hxy, homogeneity 1, 

homogeneity 2, maximum probability, sum of squares, sum mean, sum variance, sum entropy, difference 

entropy, inverse difference INV, inverse difference normalized, converse alteration moment normalized, 

information quantity the reminder number1 and evidence measure of the parallel number2.  

Each article indicates the texture uniformity and unevenness, similarity, dissimilarity and different parameters. 

The second angular moment or energy means the uniformity in the double and is calculated using equation (8), 

where p (u, v) is the pixel value at point u, v of the texture image of size (MXN). The entropy selects the change 

in propagation in the image. It is a fraction of the inconsistency and is evaluated by equation (9). The 

homogeneity evaluates the consistency of the non-zero areas in the GLCM. The higher the gray ideals, the 

junior the GLCM equality, which ensures a un rivaled GLCM gap. The homogeneity is in the range of [0, 1]. If 

the image is not varied enough, the homogeneity will be more evident at that point, and if the image is not 

transformed in any way, the homogeneity will be one at this point. 
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Where Hu, Hv are the entropies of pu and pv probability thickness functions with m as u directory and n as v 

index. 
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4.2 Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering 

FCM is a files clustering technique that collections the data set into n clusters in which  

points that are near the center of a cluster have a extra ordinary grade of membership and vice versa. This 

depends on the minimization of the impartial function. 
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Where vkl is the unit of association of Ykin the lth collection, Ykis the strength value of chest images, N is the 

quantity of documents points in images, m is the constraint that controls the blurring of the relationship 

function, the quantity of clusters is given as C and c1 is the center of the cluster. The main idea of FCM is to 

minimalize FCm via the variables v and c. This algorithm includes the ensuing advances. 

1. The atmosphere Vp = [vkl] is modified  

2. The centroid of each cluster is calculated as  
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3. Matrix Vp is updated utilizing the accompanying equation  
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4. If ‖V(p+1)-Vp‖ < ε, then end; or other go to step 2. 

Where p  is the number of iteration and the termination criterion ε lies between 0 and 1. 

4.3 Opposition based Crow Search Optimization Algorithm (OCSO) 

Crows (domestic of crows or corvids) are measured to be the brightest birds. They enclose the principal brain in 

relative to their height. Established on a brain-to-body relation, their brain is somewhat junior than that of a 

mortal intelligence. There is ample evidence of the crows' cleverness. You have shown assurance in mirror 

quizzes and are able to make outfits. Crows can recall aspects and notify each other if there is an awkward 

method. In calculation, they container use tools, interconnect in advanced methods, and remember where their 

groceries are beating for up to numerous months later. 

Crows are recognized to lookout different birds, see where alternative birds buckskin their food, and take it as 

soon as the holder leaves. In the event that a crow has committed theft, additional precautions are taken, e.g. B. 

Hiding places moved so as not to be impending victim. In fact, they practice their own understanding of being a 

robber to anticipate a theft's behaviour and can choose the harmless way to defend their reserves from 

appropriation 

Here in the article, the inhabitants-based meta-heuristic procedure, CSO is established built on the 

aforementioned bright behaviours. The values of CSO are recorded as tracks: 

• Crows living trendy the method of flocks. 

• Crows remember the situation of their beating places. 

• Crows chase one another toward commit theft.       

• Crows defend their collections from being stolen by a chance. 

 

Initial process: 

Here includes couple of research purpose generating initial solutions and fitness computation in detail. The 

length of the initially generated solution is 3664(916X4) centroids ranges based on 916 features constrains. 

Likewise ten solutions generated and evaluate via fitness computation.  

Fitness computation: 

Here, the process segregate 3664 solution length to 916x4 matrix (X) then calculate Euclidean distance (D) 

between two courses X and training images 269X916 features (Y). These results 269X1 outputs, the features Yi 

corresponding images file name send to the attained minimum distance D holding position cluster node. The 

following mathematical function details the Euclidean distance and the fitness computation precision.   
5.02))(( YXsumD −=   (32) 
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It remains known that there is a d-dimensional environment including a number of crows. The quantity of crows 

(flock size) is N and the situation of crow i at interval (iteration) iter in the search universe is resolute by a 

vector Yi,iter(i=1,2,…..N; iter=1,2,…..itermax) where Yi,iter=[Y1
i,iter, Y2

i,iter,…… Yd
i,iter] and itermax is the extreme 

amount of repetitions. Each crow has a remembrance in which the position of its beating place is retained. At 

rehear saliter, the situation of beating home of crow i is performed by mei,iter. This is the greatest situation that 

crow i has acquired up till now. 

For sure, in re-collection of respectively crow the situation of its best skill needs remained learned. Crows move 

in the situation and search for improved food sources (hiding places). Accept that at re-statementiter, crow j 

needs to appointment its hiding place, mej,iter. At this duplication, crow i chooses to follow crow j to method to 

the beating place of crow j. For this condition, two situations can ensue: 

State 1: Crow j does not understand that crow i is ensuing it. Thus, crow i will way to deal with the beating  of 

crow j. For this situation, the innovative location of crow iis become as pursues: 

( )iteriiterjiteri

i

iteriiteri YmeflrYY ,,,,1, −+=+
   (33) 

Where ri is a casual quantity with unchanging supply among 0 and 1 and fli,iter indicates the journey 

measurement of screech i at repetitioniter. 

Fig.2 and Fig.3 demonstrates the graphic of this public besides the influence of fl on the exploration ability. 

Insignificant morals of fl reminders native hunt (at the vicinity of Yi,iter) and huge principles effects in worldwide 

exploration (far from Yi,iter). As Fig.2 appears, if the worth of fl is selected fewer than 1, the next location of 

crow i is on the dash line between Yi,iter and mej,iter. As Fig.3 shows, if the value of fl is selected more than 1, the 

next point of crow i is on the dash line which may outstrip mej,iter. 
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State 2: Crow j under st ands that crow i is ensuing it. Later, in instruction to defend its supply from being stole, 

crow j will fool crow i by going to added station of the exploration space. Absolutely, states 1 and 2 can be 

connected as pursues: 





 −+
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otherwisepositionrandoma

APrYmeflrY
Y
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j

iteriiterjiteri
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Where rj is a random number with even supply among  0 and 1 and APj;iter indicates the awareness possibility of 

crow j at duplication iter. 

 
Fig.2 fl<1 

 
Fig.3 fl>1 

Meta-heuristic algorithms ought to give a good equilibrium among modification and amplification. Popular 

CSO, growth and change stand basically measured in the limitation of cognizance prospect (AP). Through 

reduction of the attentiveness prospect charge, CSO tends to behaviour the exploration on a limited section 

where a recent decent explanation is established in this section. Subsequently, operating slight i deals of AP, 

growths increase. Then again, by an increment of the attentiveness chance worth, the prospect of thorough the 

locality of recent decent explanations reductions and CSO will in general explore the pursuit interstellar on a 

global rule (randomization). Thus, exploitation of extensive assessments of AP expands diversification. 

 OCSO implementation for optimization 

The stage-intelligent process for the execution of OCSO is given here. 

Step 1: Initialize problem and adjustable parameters  

The optimization problem, judgment variables and limitations are characterized. By then, the modifiable limits 

of OCSO (flock size (N), extreme number of reiterations (itermax), journey measurement (fl) and cognizance 

possibility (AP)) are esteemed. 

Hamid R. Tizhoosh presents resistance-built knowledge and demonstrates its practicality in some optimization 

problems. The huge aim in this topology is to produce a resistance-based solution for originally produced 

random solution to trap optimal explanation around the corner. The meaning to estimate disagreement solution 

with the early explanation is as surveys. 

ii IyxU −+=    (35)   

Ii  ϵI1, I2, I3 …. NP, these are primary explanation casually produced from which previously mentioned 

calculation (38) suggests to produce hostility built explanation where x and y are smallest and extreme ideals. 

Step 2: Prepare location and memorial of crows 

N crows are casually situated in a d-dimensional exploration space as the associates of the group. Separately 

crow indicates a practicable explanation of the difficult and d is the quantity of choice variables. 
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The recollection of respectively crow is adjusted. Consequently at the early repetition, the crows have no 

knowledge’s, it is expected that they need unknown their nutrients at their primary positions. 
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Step 3: Estimate ability (objective) purpose 

For separately crow, the value of its situation is calculated by injecting the result variable ideals into the 

impartial function. 

Step 4: Produce novel location 

Crows produce original location in the exploration universe as follows: accept crow i needs to produce an 

innovative place. For this purpose, this crow casually takes one of the group crows (for example crow j) and 

surveys it to realize the situation of the diets secreted by this crow (mej). The new location of crow i is 

developed by Eq. (38). This procedure is repeated for each single of the crows. 

Step 5: Checked the possibility of new-fangled locations 

The opportunity of the innovative location of respectively crow is squared. In the occurrence that the new-

fangled location of a crow is practicable, the crow informs its position. Approximately else, the crow remainders 

in the recent situation and does not change to the created different position. 

Step 6: Estimate suitability occupation of new places 

The qualification purpose price for the new point of respectively crow is computed. 

Step 7: Inform recollection 

The crows inform their recollection as follows: 
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Where f(.)means the detached purpose worth. 

It is realized that if the qualification purpose worth of the original location of a crow is larger to everything the 

ability purpose value of the remembered location, the crow informs its recollection by the different location. 

Step 8: Checked finish measure 

Steps 4–7 are repeated pending itermax is become. When the finish principle is met, the greatest location of the 

recollection in relations of the detached purpose value is conversant as the explanation of the optimization 

difficult. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The intention of retrieving images for a given query image evaluate with following investigations. The 

investigation includes a set of query images (4) each having five different images for validation shown in table-

1, the performance of each query image evaluates with three average measures precision (P) recall (R) and f 

measures (Fm) for OCSO, CSO and PSO represent in table-2. Subsequently, the investigations includes average 

performance results of each query images in the set for different optimization techniques associate with FCM in 

predicting optimal centroid and eventually with convergence graph exhibits the performance of implemented 

optimization techniques in predicting optimal centroid.   

The following table-1 shows the query images and their retrieving performance. In general, the investigation 

evident that OCSO incorporate with FCM in predicting appropriate centroids results superior over contest 

techniques. The following figure-4 and 7 represents the MATLAB output with given query image, retrieval 

images and their performance obtained from standard measures. 
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Table:1, Query images 

Queries Validation-1 Validation-2 Validation-3 Validation-4 Validation-5 

Brain 

     

Lung 

     

Mammogra

m 

     

Ultra Sound 

     

 

 
Figure-4, GUI representation of given query image (Brain) 
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Figure-5, GUI representation of given query image (Lung) 

 
Figure-6, GUI representation of given query image (Mammogram) 

 
Figure-7, GUI representation of given query image (Ultra Sound) 

5.1 Performance evaluation with standard measures 

The figures-8, 9 and 10 illustrate the performance of FCM associate optimization techniques in retrieving 

images for a given query image. The graph exhibits average performance measures of a set of given query 

images from different optimization techniques. In general, the results evident incorporation of OCSO in FCM 

reveals superior performance over other techniques. In the context of retrieving specific images for a given brain 

images the performance of proposed techniques achieve accuracy, recall and f-measure as 0.91, 0.94 and 0.92 

individually, whereas, CSO attains the precision, recall and f-measure as0.89, 0.87 and 0.88 separately, in case 

of PSO the accuracy, recall and f-measure values are 0.90, 0.88 and 0.89 respectively.  

 
Figure-8, Evaluation graph for brain images 

In the context of mining specific images for a given lung images the presentation of proposed techniques 

achieve accuracy, recollection and f-measure as 0.91, 0.87 and 0.89correspondingly, whereas in CSO the 

precision, recollection and f-measure are 0.89, 0.84 and 0.86 respectively, the performance of PSO exhibits the 

precision, recall and f-measure as0.86, 0.86 and 0.86separately. 
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Figure-9, Evaluation graph for lung images 

In the context of retrieving specific images for a given mammogram images the performance of proposed 

techniques achieve accuracy, recollection and f-measure as 0.88, 0.83, and 0.85 respectively, whereas in CSO 

the accuracy, recollection and f-measure are 0.78, 0.78 and 0.78separately, the average performance of PSO is 

accuracy, remember and f-measure are 0.79, 0.78 and 0.78separately. 

 
Figure-10, Evaluation graph for mammogram images 

In the context of mining specific images for a given ultrasound images the performance of proposed techniques 

achieve accuracy, recollection and f-measure as 0.83, 0.88 and 0.85separately, whereas in CSO precision, 

recollection and f-measure are 0.82, 0.78 and 0.80 respectively, the average performance of PSO is accuracy, 

recall and f-measure are 0.74, 0.82 and 0.78 . 

 
Figure-10, Evaluation graph for ultrasound images 

5.2 Convergence graph 
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This graph exhibits the performance of FCM associate optimization techniques in predicting optimal centroids 

for retrieving images for a given query image. The investigative results evident that proposed OCSO attain 

superior results over contest techniques.   

 
Figure-11, Convergence graph 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The purpose of image mining accomplished effectively by incorporating optimization techniques to identify 

optimal centroids in the FCM. The research involves various optimization techniques to identify appropriate 

centroids, amid OCSO attains superior results over contest techniques. The proposed technique attains average 

accuracy,  and F-measures as 0.88, 0.88, and 0.87 respectively. It is evident from the research that OCSO 

associate FCM attains precision, recall and F-measures 4.54%, 7.95% and 4.59% greater than CSO and 6.81%, 

5.68% and 5.74% better than PSO respectively. In future, the upcoming researcher can put forth their research 

platform by enhance the performance even more efficient.  
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